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Saturday was a perfect day for a stroll through the history of Clapton in Gordano and the Gordano 
Valley, a stunning landscape probably missed and unappreciated by many as they fly past on the 
M5. Our group of fourteen plus two dogs met in the car park at the Black Horse pub and with sun 
lotion applied, hats donned and shoelaces secured we set off up the holloway towards Cadbury 
Lane, otherwise known as “Millionaires Avenue”. 

Pondering which of the mansions we would 
purchase with the evening’s lottery winnings 
we also wondered whether the residents were 
aware of the prehistory on their doorsteps, or 
rather at the end of their extensive driveways! 

Cadbury Lane is thought to be a prehistoric 
route connecting the Iron Age communities at 
Stokeleigh Camp with Wain’s Enclosure at 
Clevedon. Maybe it is older still, generations of 
footsteps, stories and histories lying beneath 
the tarmac that today conveys generations of 
BMW’s.

A short climb from Cadbury Lane lies a property with some real value -  Cadbury Hillfort. Probably 
of the Dubonni tribe the hillfort contributes to the rich Iron Age legacy of the area. Excavations by H 
St. George Grey in 1922 revealed Neolithic and Bronze Age activity, together with Roman finds, 
including a possible Roman alter dedicated to Mars. A coin of Claudius Gothicus suggests Romans 



were in the area during the mid to late Roman period. Also in 1922 a hoard of over 4000 coins was 
found nearby dating to a similar period. It is interesting to think of Romans in the area, from  plying 
the Severn Estuary over which Cadbury Hillfort commands some fine views. It has been suggested 
that Cadbury Lane was the route the Romans used to transport lead from Charterhouse to Sea 
Mills, or Abona as it was then known; an important Roman town in pre-Bristol times.

More recent geophysics by Bristol University were somewhat confounded by the more 
contemporary use of the site as a searchlight station and for bomb disposal during the second 
world war.

This is a lovely spot, abundant wildlife and flora, the adjacent woodland provided some shelter for 
a sneaky banana and, most appropriately, a Mars bar with some excellent climbing trees to 
entertain the younger members of the party. 

From the Iron Age we 
headed off over the M5 
a n d t h r o u g h t h e 
equinesque landscape 
to the medieval Clapton 
Court. Dating to the 
1 5 t h c e n t u r y b u t 
probably on the site of 
an earlier manor house, 
this was home to the 
Arthur family for some  
400 years Their coat of 
arms hangs on the 
entrance arch today. 
There are records of 
A r t h u r d e C l a p t o n 
owning lands in the 
area from 1154.  The 

road takes a detour around the property, a typical medieval feature that asserts prestige and 
authority.  

Perambulating the Perimeter at Cadbury Hillfort.



Just up the hill is St. Michael’s Church, dating to the 13th century, which has some fascinating 
features. A 13th century screen at the tower end originally separated the buttery from the Great 
Hall at Clapton Court. There is a piscina and a squint with painted consecration cross above it. A 
little staircase in the south wall led to the former rood loft, frustratingly, but probably quite sensibly, 
off limits. 

     No birth certificates in the 18th century!

Our final and most welcome stop continued the medieval theme - the wonderful Black Horse. Full 
of clues to its heritage, exploration is essential and it is only right to offer some custom whilst there. 

The cross passage, now the entrance, divided living space from animal or storage space and is 
typically medieval. A little snug by the bar was once the village jail - bars still on the windows. Pews 
from the church patiently await to offer rest to the weary. 

The screen from Clapton Court



With excellent food and Butcombe Ale directly from well stocked barrels behind the bar, this was 
the perfect spot to refresh and contemplate life in this tiny village in times past.

This was a typical Clifton Antiquarian Club outing - great company, convivial conversation, fantastic 
history and landscapes, sunshine and perfect ale. Many thanks to Donovan for the organisation 
and everybody for joining us.

  

The village jail - a lock in today is rather  
more appealing than in medieval times. 


